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A recent experimental program on evaluating the bearing characteris-
tics of existing pavement base, subgrade, and embankment soils using
field plate bearing load test is presented. The field investigation is a part
of a larger research project to study the existing pavement layer moduii
and to implement the laboratory resilient modulus test method in
Florida. The plate bearing load tests were conducted on 20 flexible
pavement sites across Florida. At each site, the bearing characteristics
of the base, subgrade, and embankment layers were determined. The
plate load test results are summarized and presented, and the laye¡ mod-
uli of the pavement soils ate characterized. The pavement layer moduli
were verified through comparison with the results obtained from elas-
tic layered solution ELSYM5 program.

AASHTO adopted for use in the 1986 Guide for Design of Pave-

ment Structures (1) the resilient modulus test, AASHTO T-274-82,
for determining properties of roadbed soils and pavement compo-
nents. The criticism and controversy that followed have resulted in
numerous publications and subsequent modifications aimed at

resolving the difficulties generated by the test method. As a result,

a number of nationwide studies have been undefiaken to search for
possible solutions and alternative test methods, such as the NCHRP
1-28 project.

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) undertook a

research study to possibly implement the 1986 AASHTO flexible
pavement design procedures. The primary objective of the study
was to develop reliable correlations between the laboratory-
measured resilient modulus and the in situ layer modulus of pave-

ment soils as measured by field plate load test on subgrade soils and

untreated base/subbase materials in Florida. The main thrust was to

implement the 1986 AASHTO design guide for pavement struc-
tures with the resilient modulus test for Florida conditions.

This paper presents the field experimental program using the
plate load test to evaluate the bearing characteristics of pavement

base, subgrade, and embankment soils. The research reported herein
is a part of the aforementioned study to correlate field pavement
layer moduli as measured by the plate load test with laboratory-
measured resilient moduli for pavement soils throughout Florida.

FIELD EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

The objective ofthe field experimental program was to characterize

the in situ bearing behavior of pavement layers on selected types of
pavement soils. To achieve the objective, ûeld plate bearing load
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tests were conducted on 20 flexible pavement sites in Florida. The
sites were scattered evenly about the state to better represent differ-
ent soil conditions in Florida (Figure 1 ). The selection of sites took
into consideration soil type and history, pavement layer homogene-
ity, layer thickness, and operational considerations.

Plate bearing load tests have been used for designing and evalu-
ating pavement structures since the 1 940s (2,3). The test procedures

may vary somewhat depending on the adopted agencies, but the
method is generally in close agreement with ASTM D-1195. FDOT
routinely uses the plate load test to evaluate the in situ layer modu-
lus offlexible pavement subbase and subgrade soils. In Florida the
plate load test is designated as FM 5-52'7 (4).

Test Procedure

The testing apparatus consists of a water tanker with 27 240 kg
(60,000 lb) and a hydraulicjack with a spherical bearing attachment

capable of applying and releasing the load increments. The hy-
draulic jack has sufficient capacity for applying the maximum load

required and is equipped with an accurately calibrated gauge that
indicates the magnitude of the applied load. A circular steel plate

3.66 m (12 in.) in diameter is used for applying the load. A
schematic illustration of the test setup is shown in Figure2.

An aluminum alloy deflection beam is used to mount two gradu-

ated [in units of 0.0254 mm (0.001 in.)] dial gauges for measuring

deflections (Figure 3). Before the incremental testing loads are

applied, three seating loads are applied to seat the loading system

and bearing plate. Each seating load is to produce a total deflection
of about 0.'762 mm (0.030 in.). Each of the three seating loads is
applied in four or five uniform increments. After each increment of
test load has been applied, the deflection is allowed to continue until
a rate of no more than 0.0254 mm/min (0.001 in./min). The load and

deflections are then recorded. This procedure continues until the

average total deflection of 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) plus average rebound
deflection from third seating load has been rcached.

Field Testing Program

The actual field plate load test took place in three stages at each site.

In the first stage, the asphalt concrete structural layer was cut,

approximately 1.678 x 3.355 m (5.5 x 11 ft), and removed to
expose the underlying base layer. The asphalt concrete slab was

saved for possible future testing. Then the plate bearing load test

was performed on the base layer. Before testing, the in situ density
and moisture content ofthe base layer were obtained using a nuclear
gauge device. In addition, the speedy moisture content test was con-
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FIGURE 1 Location map of field test sites'

ducted to check the moisture content data. After the test, represen-

tative bag samples of the base material were taken for future testing

of the resilient modulus in the laboratory.
In the second stage, the base materials were excavated and the

stabilized subgrade layer was exposed and leveled. Care was taken

not to disturb the soil in the test layer. Before the test, the in situ

moisture and density were again measured. Sufficient bag samples

were taken after the plate load test for further laboratory evaluation'

In the third stage of the test, the stabilized subgrade layer was

again removed to expose the embankment layer. The moisture and

density of the embankment layer were measured before the test and

the soil samples were taken after the plate load test. After the load

testing program, the embankment soil layer was excavated up to
more than 1 m below the tested stratum to check the layer homo-
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geneity. The three-stage field testing procedure is illustrated

schematically in Figure 4, and a plan view of the three-stage load-

ing areas is presented in Figure 5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A typical load-versus-deflection curve of the plate load test results

is shown in Figure 6. The residual deflection is determined by con-

necting the straight portion of the load-deflection curve with a

straight line that intersects the x-coordinate. The intercept deflection

value is the conected deflection value induced by the seating loads.

This value is added to the selected total deflection. So, the first por-

tion of the load-deflection curve is a straight line and the second has

only relatively slight curvature before any break or considerable

increase in curvature occurs. To eliminate influences of the imper-

fectly elastic behavior of soils, only the straight portion of the load-

deflection curve is selected for modulus determination.

Determination of Pavement Layer Modulus

The o r e tic al B ac kg ro und

The theory of stresses and displacements in a two-iayer system was

developed in accordance with the method of the theory of elasticity

by Burmister in the early 1940s (5,ó). The validity and competence

of the layered system theory was tested by using plate bearing tests.

The general solution of the two-layer problem is based on the fol-
lowing assumptions and conditions:

1. The soils of each of the two layers are assumed to be homo-

geneous, isotropic, elastic materials, for which Hooke's law is valid.

2. Surface Layer I is assumed to be infinite in extent in the hor-

izontal direction, but of finite thickness (/¿). The underlying Layer 2

is assumed to be infinite in extent in the horizontal and vertical
(downward) directions.

3. The boundary and continuity conditions require that the 1ay-

ers are in continuous contact and that the surfäce layer is free of
shearing and normal stl'esses outside the loaded area.

Si.reÇt* c, rì€'

FIGURE 2 Schematic illustration of test setup.
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FIGURE 3 Close-up of plate bearing test (1 ft : 0.305 m).

By assuming Poisson's ratio F : 0.5, the settlement equations
given by Burmister are as follows:

For flexible plate,

õ: LípaFzlÛz

For rigid plate,

õ: 1.18paF2lE2
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where

ô : surface deflection at center of circular plate,

p : unit load on circular plate,

¿ : radius ofplate,
Ez : modulus of elasticity of lower layer, and

Fz : dimensionless factor depending on ratio of moduli of elas-

ticity of Layers I and 2 as well as the depth-to-radius ratio.

Burmister's curves of F2 for various depth ratios and moduli of
elasticity are presented elsewhere (5),

(1)

(2)
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FIGURE 4 Schematic illustration of field test procedure.
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FIGURE 5 Plan view of plate loading areas (1 ft : 0.305 m).

The modulus of elasticity (.8"n) of the equivalent base/subgrade

layer or subgrade/embankment layer of plate bearing test can be

obtained by rewriting the basic Burmister equation for the rigid
plate test as follows:

E"a: l.lSpalA,n (3)

where E"¡ is the modulus of elasticity of combined base/subgrade
layer or subgrade/embankment, and A¡ is deflection.

30
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FIGURE 6 Typical load-deflection curve of test results (1 lb : 4.45 N; I in. : 25.4 mm).

Burmister's two-layer deflection factor can be expressed as

F2: E2plE"p (4)

where E2¡ is the modulus of elasticity of lower layer.

The equivalent modulus (.E",r) of combined base, subgrade, and

embankment layer can be obtained from the field plate bearing test

in the first stage of the test. The equivalent modulus of combined
subgrade and embankment layer can be determined at the second
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stage of the test. At the third stage, the modulus of embankment can

be calculated directly from the test since embankment soil is con-
sidered as one type of material. This is wamanted by excavating the
embankment more than I m deeper after the third stage of the test
to check the soil homogeneity.

Comp utatíonal P roc edure

To determine the modulus of elasticity for each soil layer from plate

bearing tests, Burmister's two-layer equation was used repeatedly. At

the third stage of the test, the elastic modulus of the embankment layer

was calculated directly from Equation 3, and at the second stage of
the test, as a typical two-layer problem, Fz was determined by using

Equations 3 and4. Then from Burmister's curves of F2, the ratio of
the elastic moduli was obtained and the modulus of subgrade was

determined. At the first stage ofthe test, the subgrade and embank-

ment soil were considered as one-layer soil with an equivalent mod-

ulus, which combined the subgrade and embankment moduli, and

with an infinite depth. Equations 3 and 4 and Burmister's curves of F2

were used again to obtain the modulus of elasticity of the base layer.

43

TABLE 1 Computational Results for Determination of Layer Moduli

DISTRICT 1
Equ¡valent

Modulus (psil
Layer Thicknees

(in)
DoflÊction Frctor

(F2l h/a Ratio of Modulus
Layer Modulus

(psil

L6E Co., Sitô #1, S.R. 884

Base (Limarockl 31,300 1 1.5 0.6 t .917 2.6 4a,828

Subsrade (Fine Sandl 1 8.780 't2 0.556 2 2.9 30,256

:mbankmsnt (Fine Sandl 10,433 10,433

-ee Co., Site t2, S.R. 884

lasð (L¡mðrockl 38,523 9.5 0.929 1.583 1.3 46,504

;uboradc (Fino Sandl 35,772 12 0.618 2.083 2.2 48,607

:mbankmsnt (Fine Sand) 22,O94 22,O94

tolk Co., Síto #1, U.S. 17

lasa (Umsrockl 38,524 I 0.765 1.5 1.8 53,026

ìubgrade (Silty Sandl 29,459 14 0.53f 2.333 2.8 43,82e

:mbankmsnt (Fine Sandl 15,650 t 5,65C

Polk Co.. Sito t2, U.S. 17

Sase lLimerockl 53,657 9 o.729 1.5 1.8 70,427

ìubgrada (Silty Sandl 39,1 26 13 0.889 2.167 1.2 41,734

:mbrnkm€nt (Fin6 Sandl 34,778 34,778

DISTßICT 2
Equivalant

Modulus (psil
Layer Thicknlss

(inl
Daflrction Fectol

lF2l
hla Ratio of Modulur

Layer Modulus
(psil

Àlachua Co., Sito #3, U.S. 301

Base (Limerockl 65,896 9.5 0.5 1.583 4.1 135,08i

iubqrade (Fine Sandl 32,948 12 0.38 2 € 7A,12(

imbankmsnt (F¡ns Sand) 12,520 12,62(

\lachua Co.. S¡tå t4, U,S. 301

Basa (Limerockl 78,251 9 0.565 1.5 3.1 136,987

;uborldo (Silty Sandl 44,189 8 0.16 1.333 105 742,770

imbankment (Clay) 7,074 7.O74

'Clây Co., Sito ¡15. U.S. 17

lase lUmarock) 55,645 I 0.6 1.333 3.1 103,500

ìubgrade (Fine Sandl 33,387 12

Subgradc) lFine Sandl 34,778 12 o.72 2 1.8 45,O72

Embsnkmont) (Silty Sand) 25,O40 25,040

'Clay Co., S¡te t6, U.S. 17

tase (Limorock) 50,08r 7 0.623 1.167 3.3 103,293

tubgrld€ {Fine Sand} 31,301 14

Subgradel (Fin¡ Sand) 34,778 14 o.75 2 1.7 41,734

lEmbankmênt) (Fíne Sandl 26,O84 26,O84

(continued on next page)
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TABLE I (continued)

DISTRICT 3
Equivrlrnt

Modulus (psi)
Lay6r Thickncas

(¡n)
)oflection Fåcto

lF2t
h/a Ratio of Modulus

Layer Modulus
(psil

Jafferson Co,, Sita *1, U.S. 27

lese lLimarockl 31,300 6.5 0.656 1.083 3.5 71,841
iubsrade (S¡lty Clsy) 20,526 6.5 o.642 1.083 3.8 50,08(
:mbankmcnt {Silty Clayl 13,179 13,17!

lcfforson Co., S¡1! 12, U.S. 27

tsss lUmerock) 46,951 7.5 0.667 1.25 2.C 81,38!
iubgrade {Silty Clay} 31,301 11.5 0.75 1.917 1.€ 37,56C

Embrnkmrnt {Silty Sandl 23,475 23,472

3¡dsden Co., Sitå 12, U,8, 27

Bass (Limarockl 57,785 9.6 0.481 1.6 4.2 1r6,851
Subgrade (S¡lty Sandl 27,823 10.5 0.9 1.75 1.2 30,o4t
Embankment 11 (Silty Sandl 25,040 I 0.833 1.5 1.4 29,214

lmbankmont ,2 lGlavl 20,867 20,861

i.d3d¡n Co., S¡ts t3, U.5.27

3¡so lLimcrock) ô2,601 8.5 0.625 1.417 2.8 t09,553
Subgrrdo lFino S¡nd) 39,1 26 23 0.4 3.833 3.4 51,64¡
!mbankment {Clay} 15,650 t 5,65,C

DISTRICTS 4 AND 6
Equivtlrnt

Modulus (psil
L¡yar Th¡cknoss

(in)
Daflection Fecto

tF2l
h/a Ratio of

Layer Modulus
(psí)

Oade Co,, S¡t6 #1, U,S.41

tasa (Umorockl 1 19,459 't3 0.749 2.167 1.5 134,24â

Subgrade (Umerockl 89,430 13 0.8 2.167 1.3 93,007

Emb¡nkment (Limcrockl 71,544 71,544

Dade Co., S¡þ ,2, U.S, 41

Basa lUmo¡ockl 104,335 9.5 0.92 1.583 1.2 115,571

Subgrads (Umerockl 96,309 12.5 o.72 2.083 1.6 111,29t

Embankmcnt (Limerock) 69.557 69,557

Mart¡n Co., S¡to #3,.U.S. 1

Brs6 ll¡m6rock) 58,919 10 0.70€ 1.667 1.9 79,258

Subgradc (Fine Sand) 41,734 12 o.286 2 12 143,O7Ê

Embrnkmonl (Fine Sandl 11.923 11,923

Martin Co,, S¡te ,4, U,S. 1

Base Limorockt 48,154 9 0.557 1.5 3.4 91,21S

Subgrade (Silty Clay) 26,829 12 0.667 2 2.2 39,34!

Embankment (Fine Sand) 17,886 17,88Í

The pavement layer moduli are determined following the pre- in.) fol the subgrade layer. The ratio of the base layer thickness to
ceding procedures, and the results are presented in Table l, along the radius of bearing plateishla: 3.508/1.83 : l.9l'l . Similarly,
with the computational data. The use of these principles may be the ratio of the subgrade layer depth to the radius of plate \s hla :
illustrated by an example. Taking the field test site of Lee County, 3.66/1.83 :2.
Site 1 on SR-884, as an example, the equivalent modulus of com- At the second test stage, Burmister's two-layer deflection factor
binedbase,subgrade,andembankmentis2l565TkPa(31,300psi), can be obtained from Equatìon 4. The ratio is f'r : E3lE"2:
the equivalent modulus of combined subgrade and embankment is 71,8831129,394 : 0.556. Knowing F2, and depth ratio hla, from
129 394 kPa ( I 8,780 psi), and the modulus of elasticity of embank- Burmister's family of curves, the ratio of the modulus of elasticity
ment is 7l 883 kPa (10,433 psi). These values are calculated of subgradetoembankmenTE2lEt:2.9isdetermined.Therefore,
directly from the field plate bearing test by using Equation 3. The the modulus of elasticity of subgrade is f, : 2.9 x 71,883 :
thickness is 3.508 m (1 1.5 in.) for the base layer and is 3.66 m (12 208 461 kPa (30,256 psi).
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TABLE I (continued)

DISTRICT 5
Equiv!bnt

Modulus (psi)
Lryrr Thickmls

(in)
Orflccl¡on Frcto

(F2t
lll¿ Rrtio of Modulu!

Layer Modulus
lpsil

Seminole Co., Sila t1 , U.S. 414

3as6 (Um6rock) 37,514 12 0.556 2 3 62,601

Subgrad€ (Silty Sand) 20,867 12 2 20,467

lmbankment (S¡lty Sand) 25,040 25,O40

Seminole Co., S¡t€ i2, U.5.414
Jase (Umerock) 39,537 12 0.633 2 2.1 52.584

¡ubgrada {Silty Sand) 25,O40 13.5 0.909 2.25 1.2 27,317

:mbankment (Finc Sand) 22,764 22,764

Jsceola Co., S¡ts 13, U.S. 441

lase (Coguina) 46,951 I o.627 1.333 3 88,377

iubsrada (F¡n€ Sand) 29,459 12 0.708 2 1.8 37,561

:mbankmont (Fine Sandl 20,867 20,867

)sceola Co., Sita #4, U.S, 441

las. (Coqu¡nal 37,560 1t 0.625 1.833 2.4 56,340

iubsr¡de {Fine Sand) 23,475 18 o.577 3 2.3 3t,t 31

!mbankment {Fine Send) 1 3,535 13,538

-This test site was finished on different days.
Metric Convers¡on Factors: 1 psì = 6.89 KPa; 1 in = 25.4 mm

At the first test stage, consider the subgrade and embankment as

one layer with the equivalent modulus of 129 394 kPa (18,780 psi).
Burmister's two-layer deflection factor again can be calculated
from Equation 4. The value is E"2lE"1 : 129,394/215,65'7 : 0.6.

Also from Burmister's family of curves, the ratio of the modulus of
elasticity of the base to the equivalent subgrade and embankment

modulus is 2.6. The modulus of elasticity of the base layer is E' :
129,394 x 2.6: 336 424 kPa (48,828 psi). Following these proce-

dures, the computational results of layer moduli are summarized in
Table 1.

Presentation of Results and Discussion of Anomalies

Data of plate bearing load tests from 20 test sites as well as in situ

densities and moisture content are summarized and presented in
Table 2. The layer rnoduli calculated from plate bearing load tests

by repeatedly using Burmister's two-layer equations are very rea-

sonable for most of tested sites. However, there are severai anom-

alies in the test results and a closer examination is necessary.

In the first case, involving the subgrade ofTest Site 4 at US-301

in Alachua County, the layer modulus of elasticity was found to be

an unusually high value of 5 I l7 685 kPa (7 42,770 psi). A possible

reason for this is that there may be a measuring error during the field
investigation. The other possible reason may be due to the

extremely low layer modulus of the embankment from plate bear-

ing test. The moisture content of the embankment layer was 28.5

percent during the fìeld test. When the subgrade soil was excavated

and the 3.66-m (12-in.) plate was loaded, the water beneath the plate

would possibly dissipate to cause excessive deflection of the plate.

This resulted in an unusually low value of the modulus of the

embankment. This case should not be considered representative of
the actual condition.

In the second case, involving Test Site I at US-414 in Seminole
County, the value of 143 774kPa (20,867 psi) for the equivalent
modulus of subgrade and embankment layer was lower than that of
the layermodulus of embankmenf [172526kPa (25,040psi)] from
the plate load test. Burmister's two-layer theory could not be used

for this case. The test site was located in a dead-end zone without
any traffic. There was evidence during excavation after completion
of the field test that the subgrade soil was poorly compacted.

The third case involved Test Site 3 at US- I in Martin County, for
which the value of elastic modulus of subgrade was unusually high

1985 794 kPa (143,076 psi)l compared with the results of nearby

Site 4. The reason for this was uncertain.

It should be noted that the deflection of the linear portion of
the load-deflection curve was used to calculate the equivalent mod-
ulus from the plate bearing load test. The linear portions of ioad-
deflection curves were within a deflection of 1.016 mm (0.04 in.)
for most base layers. For subgrade and embankment layers, the lin-
eaÍ zone was within 0.381 to 0.762 mm (0.015 to 0.03 in.). The
observed deflection values were considered to be representative of
the pavement soils in Florida (7).

ELSYMS Calibration and Comparison

The ELSYM5 program for IBM-PC and compatible computers w¿rs

used to calculate the load-deffection cu¡ve on the basis of the field-
tested condition. All of the experimental results were calibrated
using the ELSYM5 computer runs.

The ELSYM5 program is based on elastic layered computer
model. The program assumes that each layer is composed of
weightless, homogeneous, isotropic materials. The materials
behave in an ideally elastic manner, according to Hooke's Law.
Each layer is of uniform thickness and infinite width in all horizon-



TABLE 2 Summary of Field Experimental Results

DtsfñrcT 1
Equivalent

Modulus (psí)
t¡yar

Modulus (psil
Wot Oansity

(pcf)
Dry Dens¡ty

{pcl)
M.C {%t

AASHTO
Clessificrtion

Layer
Thickness

(inl

-ee Co,, Sitc t1, s.R. 884

Sass lUmorock) 31,300 48,828 127.9 111.2 15.1 Limerock 1 1.5

Subqrade {Fina Sand} 18,780 30,256 109.9 105.2 4.4 A-3 12.C

:mbankmont (Fine Sandl 10,433 10,433 t11 104.7 5.9 A-3

-ec Co,, Site t2, S.R. 884

Bass (L¡mrrock) 38,523 46,504 132.1 114.8 15.0 LimErock 9.5

Subsrade (Fine Sandl 35,772 48,607 111.5 107.7 3.5 A-3 12.5

Embankment (Fine Sand) 22,O94 22,094 1r1.9 107.4 4.3 A-3

Polk Co,. S¡tc f,l, U.S. 17

B¡se {Lime¡ock) 38,524 53.026 136.4 124.4 9.4 Limerock 9.C

Subs¡ads (Silty Sand) 29,459 43,820 122,3 111.O 10,2 A-2-4 14.C

Embankm€nt lFine Sandl 15,650 15,650 1 18.9 104.8 13.5 A-3

Polk Co., S¡to #2, U.S. 17

Base fLimârockl 53,657 70,427 131.9 I 19.5 10.3 Limerock 9.C

Subgrade {Silty Sandl 39,1 26 41,734 121.2 112.4 7.4 A-2-4 13.C

Embankment (Fine Sandl 34,778 34,778 123.1 111.0 11.2 A-3

DISTRICT 2
Equivalent

Modulus (psi)
Layer

Modulus (psil
Wct Density

(pcf)
Dry Oensity

(pcfl M.C. (96) AASHTO
Classification

LAy€f

Thickness
linl

Àlachua Co., Site #3. U.S. 301

¡ass (Umorock) 65,896 135,0E7 134.2 121 .7 10.2 Limerock 9.5

Subqredo (Fine Sand) 32,948 75,120 120.3 107.6 11.8 A-3 12.Q

imbankment (Fine SandI 12,520 12,520 1 16.8 100.6 15.S A-2-4

\lachua Co., Sit€ #4, U.S. 301

lase (Um€ rock) 78,251 136,987 131.2 1 18.6 10.6 Limerock 9,0

lubsrade (S¡lty Sandl 44,189 742,770 119.2 102.4 16.4 A-2-4 8,0

:mbankmsnt (Clayl 7,O74 7,074 125.7 97.8 28.5 A-6

llay Co,, Site 15, U.S. 17

lase lUmsrock) 55,645 1 03,500 127.6 1 15.7 10.3 Limerock 8.0

Subgrade (Fine Sand) 33,387 108.9 103.3 5.4 A-2-4 12.O

Subqradel (Fine Sandl 34,778 4ã,O72 106.9 99.7 7.2 A-2-4 12.O

:mbrnkmon¡ {Silty Sand) 25,040 25,040 1 10.6 r01.6 8.8 A-3

llay Co., S¡t6 #6, U.S. 17

lose (Limerock) 50,081 103,293 133.2 120.0 t 1.o Limerock 7,C)

iubsrado {Fine Sandl 31,301 1 14.6 'r00.4 14.1 A-3 12.C

Subgr¡de) (F¡nc Srndl 34,778 41,734 112.9 101.8 11.0 A-3 12.C

:mbankmont lFinc Sand) 26,084 26,O84 1 11.0 to1 .9 9.O A-3

tal directions. The bottom elastic layer may be semi-infinite in
thickness or may be given a fìnite thickness, in which case the pro-
gram assumes the bottom elastic iayer supported by a rigid base.

The boundaries between the layers are assumed to be full friction.
The surface is free of shear, and the loads applied there are assumed

to be identical, vertical, and unifol'm over a circular area.

The modulus of elasticity for each layer along with the load data

were input into the computer program, and the deflections were

obtained as output. The load-deflection relationships from
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ELSYMS were compared with the field test results as demonstrated

in Figures 7, 8, and 9 for the example case. It should be noted that
since the field test was performed on a rigid plate, a factor of
nonuniform pressure of 1. I 8/1.5 was used to modify the deflection
values; refer to Equations I and2.

As the figures indicate, it is apparent that the deflections calcu-
lated from ELSYM5 are almost identical with the field test results

in the straight-line portion of the embankment soil layer. The rea-

son is that the modulus of elasticity of embankment is calculated
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directly from the field test using elasticity theory based on Equation
3. The deflections from ELSYM5 at the subgrade layer match well
with the actual field test straight-line portion of the load-deflection
curve. The differences between the ELSYMS load-deflection line
and the straight-line portion of field test curve are within about l0
percent for this case, but in most cases they are within about 7 per-

cent for the subgrade layers. For the base layers, the predicted
deflections from ELSYM5 are in close agreement with the straight-
line portion ofthe actual field load-deflection curve. The differences

are within about l5 percent, but most of them are within about 10

percent.

It is interesting to note that fol the base layer, deflections fiom the

ELSYM5 with input of the elastic modulus of three layers are

almost the same as with input of two layers modulus and a lower
layer of combined subgrade and embankment modulus. It is war-
ranted that the subgrade and embankment soil can be considered as

one-layer soil with an equivalent modulus when the elastic modu-
lus of the base layer is calculated using Equations 3 and 4.

TABLE 2 (continued)

DISTRICT 3
Equivalent

Modulus (psi)
Layer

Modulus (psi)
W€t Donsity

¡pcfl
Dry Dsnsity

(pcfl M.C. (%) AASHTO
Classification

Layer
Th¡ckn6ss

(inl

,efferson Co. Site (1, V,S, 27

lase {Umerock} 31,300 71,841 132.2 117 .6 12.5 Limerock 6.5

Subgrade (Silty Clay) 20,526 50,080 126.4 110.2 14.7 A-4 6.5

Embônkmant (Silty Clay) 1 3,1 79 1 3,1 73 1 15.4 100.4 14.9 A-2-6

Jefforson Co. Site #2, V.S. 27

Sess (Limsrockl 46,951 81,383 131.8 118.1 1 1.6 Limerock 7.5

Subgrade (Silty Clay) 31,301 37,560 134.9 123.7 9.0 A-4 1 1.5

:mbankmsnt (Silty Sandl 23,475 23,475 134.3 120.1 11.8 A-2-4

3adsden Co. S¡tc #2, U.S, 27

lase lUmerockl 57.785 1 16,857 133.4 120.3 I O.8 Limerock 9.6

iubsrade (Silty Sandl 27,823 30,048 130.4 1 15.5 13.2 A-2-4 10.5

:mbenkm€nt #1 (Silty Sand) 25,O4Q 29,214 125.2 110.4 13.3 A-2-4 9.0

lmbankment #2 (Clevl 20,867 20,867 125.1 100.0 26.2 A-6

:adsden Co. SitE #3, U.S. 27

Sase (Limarockl 62,601 109,553 129.8 117 .1 10.8 Limerock 8.5

ìubsrade (Fine Sand) 39,1 26 51,645 127.7 1 13.5 12.5 A-3 23.0

!mbankment {Clay) 15,650 15,650 126.1 99.7 26.5 A-6

DISTBICTS 4 AND 6
Equivalmt

Modulus (psi)
Layer

Modulus (psi)
W€l Oensity

(pcf)
Dry Dsnsity

(pcf) M.C. (%l AASHTO
Classification

Thickncss
(inl

)adE Co,. Sits #1, U.S. 41

lass {Limc¡ock) 1 19,459 134,245 140.4 132.1 6.2 Limerock 13.C

iubgrrde {Um¡rock} 89,430 93,007 126.3 1 18.6 7.3 Limerock 13.C

:mbenkmsnt (Limerockl 71,544 71,544 132.9 121.5 9.2 Limerock

Dade Co., Síte #2, U.S. 41

Baso {Limðrocll 104,335 115,571 143.9 r 33.8 7,5 Limerock 9.5

Subqrade (Limerock) 96,309 111 ,291 140.0 129.3 7.9 Limerock 1?,5

:mbankmont (Limarockl 69,557 69,557 129.5 1 19.3 8.5 Limerock

Uert¡n Co., Siio #3, U,S. 1

ðase lLimerockl 58,919 79,295 136.0 128.5 5.8 Limerock 10.c

Subor¡de (F¡no Sand) 41,734 143,076 1 18.9 1 13.1 5.2 A-3 12.C

:mbsnkm.ni (Finc S¡ndl 11,923 11,923 11 1.8 105.4 5.4 A-3

$artin Co.. Sit€ ,Í4, U.S. 1

3¡sa (Umorockl 48,164 91,219 132.7 123.9 7.1 Limerock 9.C

tubgrrdr (Silty Clayl 26,829 39,349 121 .5 115.2 5.5 A-4 12.C

!mbankment {Fine Sandl 17,886 17,886 113.9 1 10.0 2.6 A-3

(continued on next page)



TABLE 2 (continued)

DtsTntcT 5
Êqu¡vrlcnt

Modulus (psil
L¡yer

Modulus (psi,
Wor Drnsity

{pcf}
Dry Density

lpcfl
M.C. t%)

AASHTO
Cl¿ssification

Layrr
Thickn6ss

fin)

Sominol€ Co., Sits #1, U.S,414
Ðaso (Limerockl 37,614 62.601 134.7 123.7 8.8 Limerock 12.O

Subgrade (S¡lty Srnd) 20,867 20,867 120.1 10s.8 9.4 A-2-4 12.C

lmbankment (Silty Sand) 25.O40 25,040 120.4 11f .8 7.7 A-2-4

Seminole Co., S¡tE #2, U.S. 414

3ase (Umorock) 39,539 52,544 127.A 115.9 9.4 Limerock 12.C

Subgrade (S¡lty Sandl 25,O40 27,317 125.7 1 1 1.1 13.2 A-2-4 13.5

:mb¡nkmont lF¡na Sand) 22,764 22,764 1 16.6 103.9 13.3 A-3

)sceola Co., S¡ts t3, U.S. 44f
Base (Coguinal 46,951 88,371 134.1 12E.3 4.5 Coquina 8.0
Subgrade {Fine Sand} 29,459 37,561 123.2 118.2 4.2 A-3 12.O

Embankment {Fina Sand} 20,867 20,867 107.5 103.5 3.9 A-3

Osceola Co., Sits #4, U.S. 441

Base lCoquin¡) 37,560 56,34C 138.2 132.4 4.2 Coquina 1 1.0

Subgrade (Finê Send) 23,475 31,131 130.4 121 .9 7.3 A-3 18.0
!mbankm€nt {Fina Sandl 1 3,535 13,535 119.2 106.3 12.1 A-3

Metric Conversion Factors: 1 psi = 6.89 KPa; 1 pcf ='l 6.02 Kg/m3; 1 in = 25.4 mm
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CONCLUSIONS modulus of elasticity of each layer from the plate bearing test. The
validity was wananted by the ELSYM5 program.

The conclusions from this experimental study are summadzed here: 3. Results of the plate bearing tests were considered to be repre-
sentative of base, subgrade, and embankment materials in Florida.

1. The field plate bearing load test was successfully carried out
to evâluate the layer properties of pavement soils. The equivalent
elastic modulus of the pavement layered system was obtained from ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the test, and the modulus of elasticity of the component layer could
be determined from the test data. Funding for this research was provided by FDOT and FHWA

2. Burmister's two-layer theory was used to backcalculate the through the Research Center of FDOT. The field experimental pro-
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FIGURE 8 Typical ELSYMS calibration for subgrade layer (1 lb : 4.45 N; 1in. : 25.4 mm).
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FIGURE 9 Typical ELSYMS calibration for embankment layer (f lb : 4.45 N; I in. : 25.4 mm).

gram was conducted by the Pavement Evaluation Section under the
supervision of William G. Miley of the FDOT State Materials
Office. The field logistics were provided by the FDOT Disrricr
Materials/l4aintenance offices. This research was initiated by
William Lofroos and Bruce Dietrich through the Pavement Man-
agement Office. Michael Dowe1l was the FDOT project manager.
Richard Long, Director of the FDOT Research Center, and Jo Pen-
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